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Abstract

A new high-brightness lattice for the NSLS X-Ray Ring is pre-
sented. The horizontal emittance of the X-Ray Ring can be re-
duced by a factor of two to three by allowing nonzero dispersion
in the insertion device straight sections and by better controlling
the periodicity of the dispersion. Beam was stored in a low emit-
tance lattice during machine studies. The dispersion in the oper-
ations lattice lacks the 8-fold periodicity of the magnet structure,
because the orbit is offset in the sextupoles. During machine
studies the focusing effect of the sextupoles was compensated
using trim supplies on the quadrupoles in the dispersive straight
sections. Measured results will be presented. A discussion of
the hardware upgrade requirements that would be necessary to
run the low emittance lattice in operations is also included.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the past the focusing gradients of the NSLS X-Ray Ring
magnets were not known to high precision. For example, figure
1 shows the measured horizontal dispersion compared to the
accepted model [1] of the ring optics. The work described in
references [2] and [3] has enabled us to precisely determine the
true focusing gradients in all the X-Ray Ring magnets. With
this improved understanding of the ring optics we are now better
able to control the horizontal dispersion and beta function. We
can now correct for local gradient errors, arising from displaced
orbits in sextupoles, that break the periodicity of the dispersion,
and we can modify the quadrupole family strengths in order to
minimize the horizontal emittance.

The present X-Ray Ring optics give a horizontal emittance of
113 nm*rad. With minimal hardware changes, this emittance can
be reduced to 49 nm*rad. The emittance could be further reduced
to 38 nm*rad, but this would require replacing the sextupoles
used for correcting the vertical chromaticity. This reduced hor-
izontal emittance electron beam would produce a brighter x-ray
beam for the NSLS users, adding to other recent increases in the
X-Ray Ring brightness [4].

II. MINIMUM X-RAY RING EMITTANCE

A. Minimum theoretical emittance

The emittance,εx, in a storage ring is determined by the hori-
zontal dispersion,ηx, and the horizontal beta function,βx, in the
dipole magnets [5]:
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whereC = 1.47x10−6m∗GeV−2, E is the electron energy (2.584
GeV in the X-Ray Ring),ρ is the dipole magnet bending radius,∫

D is the integral over all the dipole magnets,αx = −β ′x/2,
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Figure. 1. In the past there was a large discrepancy between the
measured and model dispersion, due primarily to focusing in the
sextupole magnets.

Figure. 2. With our improved understanding of the X-Ray Ring
lattice we can adjust the quadrupoles to giveηx the design peri-
odicity and reduce the emittance.

γx = (1+ α2
x)/βx, ands is the longitudinal position around the

ring. The X-Ray Ring has four families of quadrupoles, so the
gradients in each quadrupole family can be varied to minimize the
emittance. The gradients to obtain the minimum emittance were
determined by numerical minimization [6]. With the only con-
straint that the dispersion be zero in the insertion device straight
sections, the minimum emittance was found to be 69 nm*rad at
2.584 GeV. When the dispersion is not constrained in the inser-
tion straight sections, the minimum emittance is 21 nm*rad. The
increase in horizontal beam size in the insertion straight sections
due to dispersion is more than offset by the reduction in emit-
tance, so the beam size is still reduced in the insertion straights



      

as well as everywhere else in such a lattice (see figure 4, for ex-
ample). The optics for the 21 nm*rad lattice, however, would
require huge sextupole strengths which result in a very small dy-
namic aperture.

B. Minimum practical emittance

Although the minimum-emittance, 21 nm*rad lattice has far
too small a dynamic aperture, a dynamic aperture as large or
slightly larger than the physical aperture can be achieved with
a lattice with a 38 nm*rad emittance. Beam was stored in such
a lattice during studies, but the maximum current was only 50
mA and was limited by the head-tail instability. The present
sextupoles in the X-Ray ring are not strong enough to compensate
the chromaticity of the 38 nm*rad lattice. The iron in the vertical-
chromaticity-compensating sextupoles is already in saturation in
the present operations lattice, and the 38 nm*rad lattice would
require 60 percent stronger sextupoles. To store full current in
the 38 nm*rad lattice would require new sextupole magnets or a
feedback system to damp the head-tail instability.

Figure. 3. The optics in the 49 nm*rad lattice for 1/8th of the
X-Ray Ring. The four families of quadrupole and two sextupole
families are shown.

With the limitation that the vertical-chromaticity-
compensating sextupole strengths cannot be increased, the hor-
izontal emittance of the X-Ray Ring can still be decreased by
more than a factor of two to 49 nm*rad. Figure 3 shows the op-
tics for one superperiod (1/8th) of the ring in this lattice. The
tunes of this lattice are 9.70 (νx) and 5.45 (νy). The dynamic
aperture in this lattice is larger than the physical aperture. The
reduction in beam size for this 49 nm*rad lattice compared to the
present operations lattice is shown in figure 4.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

As shown in equation 1, the horizontal emittance is determined
by the dispersion in the dipole magnets, so controlling the dis-
persion is critical for achieving low emittance. The work in ref-
erence [3] shows that the primary source of the distortion of the
measured dispersion (figure 1) is the focussing in the sextupoles
due to horizontal orbit distortions. The easiest way to correct
for this would be to steer the electron beam in the sextupoles.

Figure. 4. The horizontal beam size in the 49 nm*rad lattice
compared to that in the present operations lattice (113 nm*rad)
of the X-Ray Ring.

All the synchrotron radiation users, however, are aligned to the
present electron orbit, so changing the orbit is not a viable op-
tion. Instead, we added trim power supplies to each of the Q4
quadrupoles, and we adjusted the strength of the Q4’s to com-
pensate for the beta-weighted integrated focussing strength as-
sociated with the four sextupoles surrounding each Q4.

Figure 2 shows the the improved periodicity of this corrected
dispersion. Correcting the dispersion alone reduced the emit-
tance from 113 nm*rad to 71 nm*rad. We were able to store the
full current of 250 mA in 25 bunches and 100 mA in 1 bunch in
this 71 nm*rad lattice. The emittance was measured at 69 nm*rad
by imaging the synchrotron radiation from a dipole magnet us-
ing an x-ray pinhole camera. The measured 69 nm*rad agrees
with the expected 71 nm*rad to within measurement accuracy.

Once the dispersion distortions are removed, further reduction
in the emittance can be achieved by adjusting quadrupole family
strengths. No attempt has been made yet to store beam in the
49 nm*rad lattice shown in figure 3. The 49 nm*rad lattice has
tunes that differ from the present operational tunes ofνx = 9.14
andνy = 6.20, so storing beam in the 49 nm*rad lattice will
require setting up a new injection configuration. A current of
50 mA, however, was stored in the 38 nm*rad lattice, which has
tunes approximately the same as the present operations lattice.
The expected reduction in beam size in the 38 nm*rad lattice was
confirmed by imaging synchrotron radiation.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that we can control the X-Ray Ring optics
and reduce the emittance. We have stored full current in a lattice
in which the emittance has been reduced from 113 nm*rad to
71 nm*rad. In the future, we will work to store beam in the
49 nm*rad lattice and explore the potential of this lattice for
operations.
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